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Say That To My Face
Last week we presented our first live national conference since May 2019 with people
coming together face-to-face. The new hybrid format allows those who cannot make the
journey to still get the benefit of viewing presentations online from any place in Australia,
while giving others the long-awaited chance to be in each other's company. The turnout in
both formats was really pleasing.
 
We had our hiccups including a very late withdrawal of a speaker, but consistent with the
theme of the conference, we adapted and got on with it. A special shout-out goes to
Richard Coleman and the Laing O’Rourke safety team, who stepped in to fill the gap. The
team created their presentation in 30 minutes, and then stepped on stage to conduct a live
review of their crisis management plan and COVID learnings.
 
The coming months bring all of our state conferences/symposia to you all, and I know
many people – especially on the eastern seaboard where lockdowns were longest - are
looking forward to being together again.
 
Stay connected and keep searching for insights into better performance. Take a look at
the upcoming events in your state here, and have a great week.
 
David Clarke,
Chief Executive Officer

 

INDUSTRY NEWS
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The OHS profession’s journey to
influence, status and success

OHS professionals have come a long way
in their professional growth and standing in
recent years, and this trend was
accelerated by COVID as organisations
turned to OHS functions for critical
guidance and advice, according to Sarah
Cuscadden, deputy chair of the AIHS
College of Fellows.

Read full story

What’s the post-Covid future for working
from home and OHS?

The mass adoption of working from home
over the past two years has had significant
and diverse economic and social impacts
upon organisations, which have often
struggled with a new range of OHS
challenges in the process, according to a
recent report.

Read full story

How to improve OHS learning transfer
on the job

While employers make significant
investments in WHS-related training,
employees do not always apply newly
acquired learnings to working on the job,
according to recent research.

Looking back at the 2022 AIHS National
Health & Safety Conference

Last week we held the first face-to-face
AIHS National Health & Safety Conference
since the emergence of COVID-19. The
theme of the event was The Adaptive Age:
Innovative and Practical Approaches to
Health & Safety.
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Read full story
Read full story

 

New duties for high risk crystalline silica
work in force

There are new obligations in place to help
protect workers from exposure to deadly
crystalline silica dust in Victoria. Crystalline
silica is contained in products such as
engineered stone, ceramic tiles, concrete,
bricks and marble. 

Read full story

Multiple machine operators across NT
taking down power lines

NT WorkSafe has received a spate of
notifications this year involving machine
operators making contact and in the
majority of cases bringing down overhead
power lines.

Read full story

 
POLICY & LEGISLATION
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The 3 most common residential
construction WHS breaches

Inadequate site security management,
provision of suitable worker amenities and
management of falls from heights are the
most common WHS breaches witnessed in
the ACT’s residential construction industry.

Read full story

QLD: green hydrogen workforce safety
prioritised

The Queensland Government recently
launched a draft safety code of practice for
the green hydrogen industry, which is an
emerging but fast-growing industry in the
state.

Read full story

 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The AIHS invites you to attend the 2022 Dr Eric Wigglesworth AM Memorial Lecture on
Thursday 23 June to hear Professor Sharon Parker deliver this year's memorial lecture:
Proactive Adaptivity: Designing Digital Work for Health, Well-Being and Performance. In this
presentation, Professor Parker will outline some of the big challenges ahead for work and
workers that are emerging as a result of digital technologies. Parker argues that organizational
professionals need to adapt to these changes, making strategic and operational decisions that
support human worker health, well-being and performance. Click below to learn more.

Read More
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Builders fined $105,000 over Sunshine
Coast work safety hazard

Two Queensland building companies and
their directors have been fined a total of
$105,000 over unsafe work practices on a
Sunshine Coast project more than seven
years ago.

Read full story

Tooling company fined $20,000 after
worker entangled in machine

A company manufacturing die casting
moulds for motor vehicles in Dandenong,
Victoria has been fined $20,000 after a
worker was seriously injured inside a
machine.

Read full story

UPCOMING EVENTS
3 June WA: OHS BoK Breakfast - "Chapter 12 Systems"
8 June Best practice to advance psychologically safe work
8 June VIC: Emerging Leaders: Work at Heights Social Event
8 June NSW: Bust your busyness - Networking session
14 June AWHSA: Securing WHS Excellence through innovation
14 June Online: Safesearch Remuneration Survey 2021/2022 Launch

 
INCIDENTS AND PROSECUTIONS
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Fertiliser company fined $250,000 over
worker crush fatality

A Queensland fertiliser company has been
fined $250,000 after a worker was crushed
by machinery at its Narangba plant.

Read full story

Building company fined $45,000 over
worker fall

A building company in Western Australia
has been fined $45,000 and ordered to pay
$5000 in costs over an incident in which a
worker fell approximately three metres
through a concealed void at a construction
site in Safety Bay.

Read full story
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